ACTIVITY FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST FOR STD II

Dear parents,

Please help the students in doing this activity.

Try to solve the given sums first by yourself and then using a computer. Open a calculator program by clicking on

Start>all programs>accessories>calculator

1. 11+17= ................................
2. 22*8  =............................
3. 126/6 =..............................
4. 43-16+7=............................
5. 14*4+16=............................
6. 40*3-24=............................
7. 12/3  =..............................
8. 92*8= ..............................
Dear Parents Kindly note that this kips quiz exam has already been conducted online.

1. What is computer?
   Ans-Computer is an electronic machine.

2. I can play recorded sound and songs, who am I?
   Ans-Speakers

3. Name the three types of computer?
   Ans-Desktop, laptop and tablet computer

4. Name the main parts of computer?
   Ans-Monitor, CPU, keyboard and mouse.

5. Which part of computer is called the brain of computer?
   Ans-CPU.

6. Which part of computer looks like a TV screen?
   Ans-Monitor

7. Which part of computer is used to point and select object?
   Ans-Mouse.

8. Which part of computer displays the output?
   Ans-Monitor

9. Which device is used to enter data in computer?
   Ans-Keyboard

10. Which part of computer does all calculations?
    Ans-CPU.